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A B S T R A C T   

Bioactive peptides derived from food proteins are becoming increasingly popular due to the growing awareness 
of their health-promoting properties. The structure and mechanism of anti-cancer action of pentapeptide Glu- 
Gln-Arg-Pro-Arg (EQRPR) derived from a rice bran protein are not known. Theoretical and experimental 
methods were employed to fill this gap. The conformation analysis of the EQRPR pentapeptide was performed 
first and the obtained lowest energy conformer was optimized. The experimental structural data obtained by 
FTIR and CD spectroscopies agree well with the theoretical results. D-isomer introduced one-by-one to each 
position and all D-isomers of the peptide were also examined for its possible anti-proteolytic and activity 
enhancement properties. The molecular docking revealed avid binding of the pentapeptide to the integrins α5β1 
and αIIbβ3, with Kd values of 90 nM and 180 nM, respectively. Moreover, the EQRPR and its D-isomers showed 
strong binding affinities to apo- and holo-forms of Mpro, spike glycoprotein, ACE2, and dACE2. The predicted 
results indicate that the pentapeptide may significantly inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infection. Thus, the peptide has the 
potential to be the leading molecule in the drug discovery process as having multifunctional with diverse bio-
logical activities.   

1. Introduction 

Rice bran is rich in proteins, lipids, dietary fibers, vitamins and 
minerals. Components of rice bran show significant biological activities 
that make it a promising raw material for various medical applications 
[1–3]. Particularly, proteins and small molecular weight peptides 
derived from rice bran exhibit a wide variety of biological activities, 
including anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic and 
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitory properties and may be 
valuable against certain chronic diseases [4–8]. Because of having high 
activity and low toxicity properties, some of these peptides are in clinical 
trials or are considered to have the great potential to be drugs [9,10]. 

Significant advances in cancer therapy by short peptides lead to a 

new class of peptides, namely anti-cancer peptides (ACPs) [11]. ACPs 
are classified into three groups (inhibitor activity, necrosis activity and 
apoptosis activity) with respect to their biological actions [11,12]. The 
peptides that adhere to the cell surface are linked to the inhibitory ac-
tivity. For anti-cancer activity, some of ACPs interact with integrins to 
inhibit migration and metastatic processes of the cancer cells [11,13]. 
Direct interaction of ACPs with cancer cell membrane that destabilizes 
and/or disrupts the cell membrane stimulates necrotic processes 
[14–16]. For apoptosis activity, it is considered that some class of ACPs 
is internalized inside the cancer cell and then permeates and swells the 
mitochondria membrane. The result of this action may result in the 
release Cyt c promoting apoptosis in cancer cells [17,18]. ACPs inhibit 
tumor angiogenesis and participate in immune regulation to fight cancer 
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cells by inducing the production of cytokines [19]. 
The cationic pentapeptide Glu-Gln-Arg-Pro-Arg (EQRPR) derived 

from rice bran by enzyme hydrolysis has been characterized to be an 
anti-cancer agent. The peptide shows inhibitory effects on cell prolif-
eration and apoptosis activity in many cancer types [20,21]. 

Structural information about the cationic pentapeptide EQRPR as 
well as the mechanism of action in anti-cancer activity is absent. The 
most ACPs and other bioactive peptides are cationic with alpha-helical 
structures, anti-cancer activity of which higher compared to that of 
beta-pleated, beta-sheet and random coil APCs [12]. From sequence 
consideration, the EQRPR is not likely to have an alpha-helical confor-
mation. Proline (Pro) residue located in the N-terminus can initiate 
alpha-helix formation. However, in positions distant from the N-termi-
nus, as in EQRPR, Pro residue destabilizes alpha-helical conformation 
[22,23]. 

We have employed theoretical and experimental methods to eluci-
date the conformational features of the cationic pentapeptide EQRPR. 
Advanced molecular modeling indicates that the peptide mainly forms 
beta-structure and beta-turn conformations in the lowest energy state. 
Assuming that the peptide may function in the excited states, confor-
mations having energies higher than the lowest energy were also 
analyzed. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and circular dichroism (CD) 
spectroscopies agree well with the theoretical analysis. Molecular 
docking was performed to test binding of the cationic pentapeptide 
EQRPR to integrins α5β1 and αIIbβ3 that may implicate the peptide in 
anti-proliferation activity for a particular anti-cancer function. High 
binding affinities of the peptide to the integrins suggest an anti-cancer 
activity. Docking studies of the peptide with integrin αIIbβ3 and ACE 2 
receptor demonstrate that the peptide has a potential against SARS-CoV- 
2 infection. Altogether, the cationic pentapeptide EQRPR shows multi-
functional properties that demand further investigation of this peptide 
both experimentally and theoretically. 

D-amino acid substitution in the peptide may increase proteolytic 
stability and/or biological activity compared to that of the native pep-
tide [24–28]. Therefore, D-isomer modified peptides, D-amino acid 
substituted one-by-one at each position and all D-isomers were also 
examined. 

2. Materials and methods 

The peptide EQRPR and its sequential D-isomer substituted and all D- 
isomer peptides were custom synthesized by Synpeptide Co., Ltd, 
Shanghai, China. Common chemical reagents for the preparation of 
buffer were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

2.1. Experimental studies 

2.1.1. FTIR spectroscopy 
The FTIR spectra of peptide solutions were recorded using a BioATR 

cell of the spectrometer (VERTEX 70v, Bruker, Inc., Germany) with a 
liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury-cadmium telluride detector. All FTIR 
spectra were measured with 2 cm− 1 resolution in the spectral range from 
400 cm− 1 to 4000 cm− 1. For each sample, 256 scans were collected. 
Spectral contributions of water were removed from the sample spectra 
by spectral subtraction procedure to obtain a flat recording around 2130 
cm− 1 associated only with water. After baseline correction spectral re-
gions that cover Amide I and Amide II bands were used to analyze the 
secondary structure of the peptide solutions. Fitting the spectra to 
multiple Gaussian components was performed using OriginLab software 
(OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA). Because of variations of intensity 
ratios of Amide I and Amide II bands, there will be some uncertainties in 
choosing a baseline for Amide I. Therefore, all peptide FTIR spectra 
(Amide I + Amide II) were subjected to Global analysis where only 
width and peak positions of Amide II band were global parameters. A 
certain restriction was applied in multiple Gaussian component fitting of 
Amide I bands. The band position and width values associated with 

various secondary structures were allowed to vary in a fixed range [29, 
30]. Fixing the number of the peaks, their spectral positions and limiting 
the peak width range, significantly decreases the number of floating 
parameters and uncertainties. The application of this methodology in 
FTIR spectral fitting shows consistent results [29,30]. 

The amide III bands of the peptides were further analyzed for the 
confirmation of the obtained results on the secondary structure. The 
amide III bands of the FTIR spectra of proteins and peptides cover a 
spectral region of 1200–1350 cm− 1 [31]. The six Gaussian components 
were sufficient to fit the Amide III spectral regions of the peptides. As in 
the case of Amide I, band positions and width values were allowed to 
vary in a fixed range. One component outside of secondary structure 
elements was added to cover the long wavenumber tail of the spectra. 

2.1.2. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy 
The CD spectra of the peptide solutions were recorded using a 

Chirascan V100 (Applied Photophysics, UK) circular dichroism spec-
trometer. Far-UV CD measurements were recorded from 190 to 260 nm 
with a step of 0.5 nm and bandwidth of 1 nm. A path length of a quartz 
cell was 0.2 mm. 

Secondary structure analyses of the peptide solutions from far-UV CD 
spectra were performed using the DICHROWEB server (http://dichr 
oweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml) [32,33]. The CDSSTR method 
with SMP 180 library dataset was used for the calculation of secondary 
structure content [34,35] NRMSD values in the structure analysis of the 
peptide solutions were less than 0.02. 

2.2. Computational studies 

2.2.1. Conformational analysis and structure optimization 
The method of molecular mechanics was applied to study the spatial 

structure and conformational properties of the cationic pentapeptide 
EQRPR and its sequentially substituted single D-isomer and all D-isomer 
analogs. Table 1 shows the amino acid sequences of all L-pentapeptide 
and its analogs. The application of the method of molecular mechanics 
permits the determination of a set of possible stable spatial forms of the 
peptide and its analogs. 

The molecular geometry of the L-pentapeptide and its various D- 
isomers were investigated by conformational analysis by using the 
program written by Ref. [36], benefiting from the Ramachandran maps 
[37,38]. 

The lowest energy conformations of the pentapeptide and its D-iso-
mers obtained after the conformational analyses were optimized using 
the Amber force field molecular mechanics method [39] available in the 
Gaussian16 program package [40]. Moreover, for docking studies, the 
310 helix, alpha helix, antiparallel beta, parallel beta, beta-sheet, left--
hand alpha, and pi helix secondary structures of the pentapeptide 
EQRPR were formed by altering the dihedral angles. The energies of the 
obtained structures were obtained by PM3MM calculations. 

2.2.2. Molecular docking 
For docking studies the crystal structure of DNA, ACE-2, COVID-19 

main protease apo- and holo-forms, spike glycoprotein, α5β1 and αııbβ3 

Table 1 
Amino acid sequence of the anticancer pentapeptide and its single and all D- 
isomer substituted analogs.  

N◦ Designated name of the 
peptides 

Amino acid sequence of the peptide and its 
analogs 

1. EQRPR Glu1 – Gln2 – Arg3 – Pro4 – Arg5 

2. [DGlu1]-EQRPR DGlu – Gln-Arg-Pro – Arg 
3 [DGln2]-EQRPR Glu – DGln – Arg-Pro-Arg 
4. [DArg3]-EQRPR Glu – Gln – DArg – Pro – Arg 
5. [DPro4]-EQRPR Glu-Gln-Arg – DPro – Arg 
6. [DArg5]-EQRPR Glu-Gln-Arg – Pro – DArg 
7. [DX1-5]-EQRPR DGlu - DGln - DArg -DPro – Darg  
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integrins and HSA were obtained from the protein data bank (PDB IDs: 
1bna; 6m0j; 6m03; 6lu7; 6vxx; 4wk0; 3zdx; 5z0b, respectively) [41–47]. 
Molecular docking simulations were performed by the Autodock Vina 
program [48] and binding affinities were calculated. The binding free 
energies of the most stable ligand-DNA and ligand-protein systems, 

determined by molecular docking analysis, were calculated by the 
programs developed by Ref. [49] and the ACFIS 2.0 [50–53]. 

The active sites of receptors were screened by using the CAVER 
program [54]. 

Fig. 1. The molecular structure of the most stable conformer of EQRPR obtained by optimization with the AMBER force field molecular mechanics method (a) and its 
wireframe representation (b). 
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2.2.3. The toxicological and physicochemical properties prediction of 
EQRPR pentapeptide 

The toxicological risk and physicochemical properties of the EQRPR 
pentapeptide were obtained using the OSIRIS [55]. The ADMET (ab-
sorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity) properties of 
the pentapeptide, from its 2D structure, were predicted using admetSAR 
[56]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Theoretical study on the tertiary structure of the pentapeptide EQRPR 

The structure of the most stable conformer of EQRPR obtained by 
optimization by AMBER force field molecular mechanics method 
embedded in GAUSSIAN 16 program package is shown in Fig. 1. The 
dihedral angles of the optimized structures of the EQRPR pentapeptide 
and various D-isomers are tabulated in Table 1S (in Supplementary 
Data). The comparison of the molecular structure of the most stable 
conformer (I) to those of the molecular models of EQRPR peptide in 
310helix (II), alpha-helix (III), antiparallel-beta (IV), beta-sheet (V), 
lefthand-alpha (VI), parallel-beta, and pi-helix (VII) structures are given 
in Fig. 1S (in Supplementary Data). 

The energies, obtained by PM3MM calculations of the optimized 
structures of all L- and various D-analogs of EQRPR, together with its 
non-optimized various conformations were given in Table 2S, compar-
atively. As seen in Table 2S, among all L analogs of EQRPR, the 
antiparallel-beta plate sheet conformation (− 132.288 kcal/mol) is the 
second-lowest energy conformation after the most stable conformer 
(− 183.268 kcal/mol) obtained by optimization with the AMBER force 
field. Moreover, the D-isomer substitution of the first amino acid gives 
the lowest energy (− 202.311 kcal/mol), and the D-isomer substitution of 
the 4th amino acid gives the second lowest energy (− 183.971 kcal/mol), 
in comparison to all optimized isomers of EQRPR pentapeptide (see 
Table 2S). The results revealed that the substitution of the first or fourth 
amino acid residue with its D-isomer increases the stabilization of the 
pentapeptide. 

3.2. FTIR spectroscopy of the peptide EQRPR 

FTIR spectroscopy gives quantitative information regarding the 
secondary structures of proteins and peptides. IR absorption bands do 
not depend on the L/D isomeric state of the constituent amino acids of 
peptides. Therefore, FTIR spectroscopy is best suited to estimate the 
secondary content of the peptide EQRPR and its D-isomer analogs. 

Amide I band components cover the 1700 cm− 1- 1600 cm− 1 region 
and arise primarily from the C––O stretching vibration with a minor 
contribution of the NH in-plane bend, the CCN deformation and the out- 
of-phase CN stretching vibration [57,58]. Amide I vibration exhibits a 
strong signal by protein and peptides and is sensitive to the secondary 
structure. In FTIR spectroscopy Amide I band is widely used to estimate 
secondary structure elements. The frequency of this vibration band de-
pends on the geometry of hydrogen bonding involving the backbone 
amide group [57,58]. In the fitting procedure, difficulties arise from the 
fact that Amide I components responsible for alpha-helix, beta-sheet, 
beta-turn and random coil conformations are overlapping. The optimal 
peak parameters established in the work [30] were used in the fitting 
procedure of the Amide I bands of the peptides. This method was suc-
cessfully tested for proteins having various beta-sheet content. 

The FTIR spectra of the peptides and their best fitting curves using 
the methodology presented in Ref. [30] are shown in Fig. 2A. Usually, 
the amide I band of the peptides and proteins are used to calculate their 
secondary structures. To eliminate possible errors that may be resulted 
from the uncertainties in baseline levels of amide I, amide I and amide II 
bands were analyzed together. All FTIR spectra show adequate fit to the 
multiple Gaussian components with restricted parameters (see the 
method for details). The secondary structure fractions derived from the 
fitting procedure are demonstrated in Fig. 2B. The common feature for 
all peptides is almost the lack of alpha-helix structure. This result is 
consistent with the position of Pro in the peptides, as mentioned above. 
The peptides show from 36% to 47% secondary structure related to 
beta-structures. The beta-sheet aggregates (1611 cm− 1 and 1696 cm− 1) 
indicate the possibility of forming the sheet structure from several 
peptide molecules, particularly in high concentrations. Indeed, to get 
high-quality FTIR spectra, a high concentration of the peptide (about 
0.64 mM) were used. Calculated values for beta-turn structure vary 
within 28%–39% interval. It is undeniable that the single pentapeptide 
molecule may not contain the secondary structures derived from the 
fitting procedure. Instead, data indicate that each peptide molecule 
samples structures with different secondary structures. 

Amide III bands that cover the 1200 cm− 1 - 1350 cm− 1 region were 
also examined to estimate the secondary structure elements of the 
peptide. Amide III band arises from N–H in-plane bending coupled with 
C–N stretching. The C–H and N–H deformation vibrations also 
contribute to the Amide III band [31]. The Amide III vibration exhibits a 
weak signal and, therefore, is not widely used for the analysis of sec-
ondary structure elements of peptides and proteins. Because of being a 
weak signal, baseline uncertainties in the region of 1200 cm− 1 – 1350 
cm− 1 influence estimation of the secondary structure [31]. However, in 
the Amide III region, the overlap of the bands responsible for secondary 
structure elements is much less compared to that of Amide I. Therefore, 
the inspections of the Amide III bands together with Amide I bands are 
valuable to validate the estimation of secondary structure content of 
proteins and polypeptides. 

The FTIR spectra of the peptide in the Amide III region and their best 
fitting curves to Gaussian components are shown in Fig. 2S. The 
assignment of the peak frequencies and the secondary structure content 
of the peptides calculated from the fitting procedure are shown in 
Table 3S. These data corroborate the result of the Amide I analysis to 
show that the peptides do not assume alpha-helix conformation and 
mostly adopt beta-sheet conformation. However, as indicated above the 
quantitative values for secondary structure content estimated by Amide 
III bands are less accurate than from Amide I bands. 

The secondary structure of the peptides was also investigated by CD 
spectroscopy. 

3.3. CD spectroscopy of the peptide EQRPR 

Far-UV CD spectroscopy is a powerful tool to determine the sec-
ondary structure of peptides and proteins [59,60]. Far-UV CD spectra of 
basic secondary structure components (beta-sheet, alpha-helix and 
random coil) are very distinct. However, the CD spectra of peptides and 
proteins are different for L – and D-isomers. In fact, CD spectra of 
D-isomers have ellipticities equivalent to that of matching L-isomer but 
of opposite sign. Therefore, the CD spectrum of each peptide with single 
D-isomer amino acid will contain a CD band that is a mirror-image of the 
corresponding L-isomer. The CD spectra of all peptides considered in this 

Table 2 
The binding affinities (ΔG) of optimized all L- and various D-analogs of EQRPR pentapeptide, docked into the target DNA or proteins in kcal/mol.  

Target EQRPR (all L-) D-EQRPR (all D-) [DGlu1]-EQRPR [DGln2]-EQRPR [DArg3]-EQRPR [DPro4]-EQRPR [DArg5]-EQRPR 

1BNA-DNA − 6.2 ¡6.8 − 6.4 − 6.4 − 6.4 − 6.1 − 6.6 
3zdx-integrin ¡9.2 − 8.5 − 8.5 − 9.1 − 8.0 − 8.6 − 8.9 
4wk0-integrin − 9.6 ¡10.3 − 9.8 − 8.7 − 9.7 − 9.6 − 7.4  
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study are shown in Fig. S2. Although FTIR spectroscopy reveals a similar 
secondary structure for peptides, CD spectra of the peptides, predomi-
nantly determined from the electronic transition in the amide groups, 
exhibit very different patterns (Fig. S2). D-isomers, all- and sequentially 

substituted single D-isomer, are the origin of the differences in CD 
spectra. The contribution of D-isomer amino acid to the far-UV CD 
spectra depends on its position in the sequence. The contribution of the 
“mirror-image type” spectral component coming from the single 

Fig. 2. A) Normalized amide I and amide II bands of FTIR spectra of the peptide EQRPR and its D-isomer analogs. Thick black and thin white lines represent 
experimental and best fitting spectra, respectively. The best fitting spectra are results of eight Gaussian component fitting (See Methods for details). Two Gaussian 
components around 1730 cm− 1 and 1545 cm− 1 that represent the contribution from side-chains and amid II, respectively, were not considered in the calculation of 
the secondary structures of the peptides. B) and C) Secondary structure content of the peptide EQRPR and its D-isomer analogs. A and B are data derived from FTIR 
and CD spectroscopies, respectively. 

Table 3 
The binding affinities and the molecular interactions between EQRPR and target DNA, and proteins, obtained by molecular docking simulationsa.  

Ligand/Target DNA 
(1BNA) 

α5β1 

(4WK0) 
αIIBβ3 

(3ZDX) 
apo-form 
(6M03) 

holo- 
form 

spike glycoprotein 
(6VXX) 

ACE2 Truncated 
ACE2 

dACE2 Albumin 

(6LU7) (6M0J) (5Z0B) 

EQRPR (all L-) DG2 PHE21 LEU23 THR24 THR26 THR(B)912 PHE40 ASN599 TYR454 ARG114 
DG4 SER22 ASP24 LEU141 HIS41 ARG(C)1091 TRP69 LYS600 ARG482 LEU115 
DA5 VAL23 PHE25 ASN142 TYR54 GLU(A)1092 ALA348 ASN601 GLU483 TYR138 
DA6 ARG106 ALA95 SER144 PHE140 GLU(B)1092 ASP350 SER602 ILE484 GLU141 
DT7 PHE168 SER96 CYS145 ASN142 GLY(B)1093 ASP382 PHE603 VAL485 HIS146 
DT20 GLU171 SER99 HIS163 SER144 ARG(B)1107 LEU391 LYS676 ASN599 LYS190 
DC21 SER234 PHE171 GLN189 CYS145 GLN(B)1113 ASN394 ARG678 ASN601 LYS519 
DG22 VAL235 SER173  HIS163 ASN(A)1119 HIS401 ASN682 GLY605  
DC23 LYS269 TYR237  GLU166 ASN(B)1119  PHE684 SER680   

TYR287 SER238  GLN189   TYR781 THR803   
LEU355 ARG261      SER804   
SER417 HIS291         
ARG420 VAL293          

ILE360          
SER420          
LEU421          
ARG422        

Binding affinity 
(kcal/mol) 

− 6.2 − 9.6 − 9.2 − 6.6 − 7.5 − 8.0 − 7.6 − 6.7 − 8.0 − 8.4  

a Truncated ACE2 target is the optimized truncated protein that lacks 356 amino acids from the N-terminal of ACE2 and has 449 amino acids. 
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D-isomer in peptides is very difficult to estimate. However, the CD 
spectrum of the peptide with all D-isomer can be used for calculation by 
taking the mirror-image of the CD spectrum. The mirror-image of 
mirror-imaged spectra of D-isomer will produce an L-isomer type CD 
spectrum. The CD spectra of the peptide EQRPR and its all D-isomer 
analog are demonstrated in Fig. 3A. It is evident that the mirror-image of 
the CD spectrum of all D-isomer analog produces a spectrum very similar 
to that of all L-isomer peptide. CDSSTR derived curves of the peptides are 
consistent with the corresponding experimental spectrum. The results of 
the calculation are shown in Fig. 2C. The lack of the alpha-helix fraction 
obtained from CD spectra is very consistent with the results of FTIR 
analysis. Thus, secondary structure content obtained by analysis of CD 
spectra shows that the peptide mainly samples beta-sheet, beta-turn and 
random coil conformations. Despite the qualitative agreement between 
the results of the two methods, there are some quantitative discrepancies 
in the estimation of secondary structure fractions. Estimation of sec-
ondary structure content from CD spectra is based on the use of various 
protein libraries. The accuracy of the estimate is high if the protein li-
brary contains data of proteins that are structurally closely related to 
examined one. Currently, the short peptides are not well represented in 
the protein library data. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the 
secondary structure estimate from CD data is affected by lack of the data 
for short peptides in the protein library. 

The most cationic anti-cancer peptides possess alpha-helix structure. 
Therefore, the secondary structure of the peptides was investigated in 
2,2,2- trifluoroethanol (TFE) to reveal a propensity for alpha-helix for-
mation. It is well established that TFE induces alpha-helix formation in 
peptides and proteins [61,62]. TFE titration of the peptide has been used 
to determine the hidden propensity for alpha-helix formation of small 
peptides [61]. In all cases, alpha-helix formations in peptides are satu-
rated at 50% (v/v) TFE. Far-UV CD spectra of the peptide in the buffer 
with and without 50% TFE are shown in Fig. 3B. Contrary to the most 
expected transition induced by TFE, the difference CD spectrum reveals 
beta-sheet formation for a small portion of the peptide. Thus, theoretical 
and experimental data indicate a lack of alpha-helix structure in the 
peptide EQRPR. Moreover, this peptide does not have any hidden pro-
pensity for alpha-helix formation. 

3.4. In silico molecular docking analysis of EQRPR as anticancer agent 

To evaluate the anticancer activity of EQRPR pentapeptide, molec-
ular docking studies were performed and the interactions of EQRPR 
ligand with DNA and target proteins α5β1 and αIIbβ3 integrins were 
revealed. 

For the docking simulations of EQRPR pentapeptide with DNA, the 
crystal structure of DNA was obtained from the protein data bank (PDB 
ID: 1BNA) [41], and, was prepared for the docking by removing water 
molecules in DNA and adding polar hydrogens to it. The optimized 
structure of EQRPR was adapted for the docking. The partial charges of 
the EQRPR molecule were calculated using the Geistenger method. The 
active site of DNA was defined within the grid size of 40Å × 40Å × 40 Å. 

The EQRPR pentapeptide is found to interact with DG2, DG4, DA5, 
DA6, DC21, DG22, DC23 and DT20 residues of DNA via the intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonds. These hydrogen bonds are between DG2 and 
Glu (2.59 Å); DG4 and Glu (two hydrogen bonds; 2.43 ve 2.82 Å); DG4 
and Gln (1.99 Å); DA5 and Gln (3.48 Å); DA6 and Arg5 (3.40 Å); DC21 
and Arg5 (2.54 Å); DG22 and Glu (3.08 and 2.78 Å); DG22 and Gln (2.53 
Å); DG22 and Pro (3.40 Å); DC23 and Gln (2.01 Å); DT20 and Arg5 (2.09 
ve 2.74 Å). Moreover, there is an attractive charge interaction between 
DA5 and Glu residue of the pentapeptide, at 4.74 Å length, and an un-
favorable negative-negative interaction between DT7 and Arg5 residue 
at 3.98 Å length. The result shows that the binding affinity (ΔG) is − 6.2 
kcal/mol (See Fig. 4). The docking simulations of D-isomer analogs of the 
EQRPR pentapeptide into DNA were also investigated, and it was 
revealed that the pentapeptide, all residues of which were D-amino 
acids, showed the highest binding affinity to DNA (− 6.8 kcal/mol) (see 
Table 2). 

The anti-proliferation effect of the EQRPR pentapeptide for the 
anticancer function was revealed by molecular docking studies of the 
pentapeptide into target proteins α5β1 and αIIbβ3 integrins. After the 
α5β1 integrin (PDB ID: 4WK0) was prepared for molecular docking, the 
binding probability of EQRPR pentapeptide in the two different active 
sites was examined. The molecular model of α5β1 integrin was shown in 
Fig. 3S. The circles 1 and 2 shown in Fig. 3S have roughly indicated the 
two active sites of α5β1. The docking simulations of EQRPR to the α5β1 
integrin were performed for both active sites. The most effective binding 
was found in the active site 2 of α5β1 integrin with − 9.6 kcal/mol 
binding energy. Fig. 5 a-c shows the 3D docked view of EQRPR in the 

Fig. 3. A) Far-UV CD spectra of the peptide 
EQRPR and derived curves calculated by CDSSTR 
method. Positive and negative sign dashed black 
curves represent the peptides with all D-isomer 
and its mirror-image, respectively. Solid black 
line is CD spectrum of all L-isomer peptide. 
CDSSTR derived curves of the peptides conform 
well to the respective experimental spectra. B) 
Secondary structure transition in the peptide 
EQRPR induced by TFE. Far-UV CD spectra of the 
peptide in buffer pH 7.3 (open cirles), in 50% (v/ 
v) TFE (solid circles) and their difference (open 
triangles). The minimum observed around 218 
nm in the difference spectrum indicates beta- 
sheet formation.   
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active site 2 of α5β1 integrin. The interaction diagrams of EQRPR- α5β1 
integrin complex are also indicated in the figure. 

The molecular docking of αIIBβ3 integrin (PDB ID: 3ZDX) with EQRPR 
resulted in a binding affinity of − 9.2 kcal/mol. The 3D docked view of 
EQRPR in αIIBβ3 integrin and the estimated interactions are shown in 
Fig. 5 d-f. 

The effect of the D-isomer substitutions on the binding free energy of 
pentapeptide-DNA and pentapeptide-integrin interaction complexes 
was evaluated by docking simulations using the most stable conformers 
of all-L, all-D and D-amino acid substituted one-by-one at each position 
conformers. The results are tabulated in Table 2. The docking results 
were also evaluated by sorting the docked conformations of EQRPR 
according to their predicated binding free energy. The best predicted 
binding affinity for DNA was found for the pentapeptide (− 6.8 kcal/ 
mol), all of which are D isomers. The best predicted binding affinities for 
DNA and for α5β1 integrin, with − 6.8 kcal/mol and − 10.3 kcal/mol, 
respectively, were found for the pentapeptide, which has all D isomers. 
However, the EQRPR pentapeptide that has all L-isomers is found to 
have the best binding affinity for αIIBβ3 integrin (− 9.2 kcal/mol). 

The high binding affinity between the investigated molecule and the 
integrins prompted us to investigate the relationship between binding 
energy and conformation of the pentapeptide. Table 4S shows the 
binding affinities and binding free energies, calculated by Poisson 
Boltzmann ΔG (PB), and generalized Born ΔG (GB) approximations of 
EQPRP pentapeptide in various conformations. As can be seen from 
Table 4S, the pentapeptide in the 310 helix conformation has the highest 
binding affinity (− 10.7 kcal/mol) to the α5β1 integrin (in the active site 
2), followed by parallel beta (− 9.6 kcal/mol) and optimized structure 
(− 9.6 kcal/mol). Despite the highest affinity to the integrin αIIBβ3, the 
peptide does not assume the 310 helix structure that has high unfavor-
able energy (see Table 2S). On the other hand, the binding affinity of the 
pentapeptide in the optimized structure has the highest binding affinity 
to αIIBβ3 integrin (− 9.2 kcal/mol) followed by the antiparallel beta 
structure of the EQRPR (- 9.1 kcal/mol). 

3.5. In silico molecular docking analysis of EQRPR as AntiCOVID-19 
agent 

In this study, we performed docking-based virtual screening on three 
SARS-CoV-2 targets (the proteases Mpro and the spike glycoprotein) 
using investigated pentapeptide to suggest as a potential compound that 
may act as antivirals. SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19 infection uses 
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) for entry into target cells. For 
this reason, the interaction between the investigated pentapeptide and 

ACE2 enzyme was also investigated. 
The crystal structures of spike glycoprotein (PDB ID: 6VXX), apo- 

form of COVID-19 Mpro (PDB ID: 6M03) and holo-form of COVID-19 
Mpro (PDB ID: 6LU7), ACE2 (PDB ID: 6M0J) were obtained from the 
protein database [42–45]. The docking for molecules was adapted by 
removing the water molecule from the receptors and adding polar hy-
drogens. The active sites of the target proteins were defined in the grid 
size of 40 Å × 40 Å × 40 Å. 

It was determined that the investigated pentapeptide bound to the 
spike glycoprotein, most strongly; the binding affinities of all L- and all 
D-isomers analogs of EQRPR for spike glycoprotein are − 8.0 and − 7.9 
kcal/mol, respectively. This is followed by ACE2: The binding affinities 
of all L- and all D-isomer analogs of EQRPR for ACE2 are − 7.6 and − 7.5 
kcal/mol, respectively. The binding affinities of L- and all D-isomer an-
alogs of EQRPR for the holo- and apo-forms of COVID-19 Mpro are found 
to be − 7.5 and − 7.5 kcal/mol, and − 6.6 and − 6.9 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. Figs. 6 and 7 shows the molecular docking results of EQRPR to 
target proteins (Apo and holo forms of Mpro, Spike glycoprotein and 
ACE2). Table 5S gives the binding affinities (kcal/mol) of the optimized 
structures of all L- and all D-isomers of EQRPR with the target proteins 
and DNA. 

In the study conducted by Onabajo et al., in 2020, it was proposed 
that a truncated isoform of ACE2, which was designated as deltaACE2 
(dACE2) acts as an interferon-stimulated gene. Onabajo et al. proposed 
that the dACE2, which lacks 356 amino acids from the N-terminal of 
ACE2, was non-functional in binding the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and 
as a carboxypeptidase. In the study of Onabajo et al. [63], not ACE2, but 
dACE2 has been reported to be an interferon-stimulated gene. Since the 
interferon-induced variability in ACE2 expression levels is thought 
important for susceptibility to COVID-19, dACE2 has importance. For 
this reason, in this study, the interaction between EQRPR and dACE2 is 
also investigated by docking simulations. The dACE2 is a novel inducible 
isoform of ACE2 [63], so its crystal structure is not available in the 
database. But its structure for docking purposes is prepared as described 
[63]. The full-length ACE2 protein, with 805 amino acids was taken 
from the study conducted by Ref. [64] and by using CABS-flex 2.0 online 
server, the first 356 amino acids from the N-terminal were taken out. 
Since, by Onabajo et al. it was proposed that the remaining part, which 
lacks 356 amino acids from the N-terminal of ACE2, was non-functional 
in binding the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and as a carboxypeptidase, we 
also investigated this truncated ACE2. The remaining truncated protein 
(which lacks 356 amino acids from the N-terminal of ACE2), with 449 
amino acids, was then optimized and prepared for docking with EQRPR. 
The docking results are shown in Fig. 8a. Binding affinity is found to be 

Fig. 4. Molecular docking results of EQRPR bound to DNA (a), the doted lines present the interactions of EQRPR with the nucleic acids of DNA (b).  
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Fig. 5. The 3D docked views of the most stable conformer of EQRPR in active site 2 of α5β1 integrin (a–c) and in αIIBβ3 integrin (d–f). The ligand interaction diagrams 
of receptor ligand complexes are show. 
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Fig. 6. The 3D docked views of the most stable conformer of EQRPR in Apo (a) and Holo (b) forms of Mpro. The ligand interaction diagrams of receptor-ligand 
complexes are shown. 
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reduced to − 6.7 kcal/mol. It must be noted that the binding affinity of 
EQRPR to ACE2 was − 7.6 kcal/mol (See Fig. 7b). Then dACE2 was 
prepared, by adding ten amino acids (MREAGWDKGG) to the N terminal 
of the remained truncated ACE2, which lacks 356 amino acids from its N 
terminal. In other words, to prepare dACE2, the first 356 amino acids of 
ACE2 were replaced by 10 amino acids in the MREAGWDKGG sequence 
and then optimized by AMBER. The docking of the optimized dACE2 

with EQRPR pentapeptide resulted in − 8.0 kcal/mol binding affinity 
(Kd = 1.4 μM). The molecular docking of EQRPR with dACE2 and the 
interaction diagrams are shown in Fig. 8b. This preliminary result re-
veals the antiCOVID-19 activity of the EQRPR molecule. 

As a summary, the binding affinities and interactions of EQRPR 
ligand-target complexes were tabulated in Table 3. 

One of the difficulties in the biomedical application of the natural or 

Fig. 7. The 3D docked views of the most stable conformer of EQRPR in the Spike glycoprotein (a), in ACE2 (b). The ligand interaction diagrams of receptor-ligand 
complexes are shown. 
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derived short peptides is a rapid renal clearance in part owing to the low 
molecular weight. Since the peptides do not show a renal tubular re- 
absorption property, they have a high clearance rate and short half- 
life [65]. Several approaches have been used to increase the half-life 
of the peptide. However, binding to the plasma proteins is a 
well-known mechanism to retard renal clearance. To decide what 
approach is the most practical for biomedical application, in silico 
evaluation was performed for binding of the EQRPR to the human serum 

albumin. 

3.6. Molecular docking analysis of EQRPR with plasma-derived human 
serum albumin (HSA) 

The crystal structure of plasma-derived HSA was taken from the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 5Z0B) and, was confirmed to the docking by 
removing water molecules and adding polar hydrogens in it. The active 

Fig. 8. The 3D docked views of the most stable conformer of EQRPR in optimized truncated ACE2, which lacks 356 amino acids from the N-terminal of ACE2 (a) and 
in dACE2 (b). The ligand interaction diagrams of receptor-ligand complexes are shown. 
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sites of HSA were searched by the CAVER program [54]. As a result of 
the docking simulations of EQRPR pentapeptide with HSA, binding af-
finity is found as − 8.4 kcal/mol (Kd = 0.7 μM). The Albumin-EQRPR 
interaction is given in Fig. 9. The molecular interaction between 
EQRPR and HSA (5Z0B) is given in Table 3. High-affinity binding to HSA 
suggests that as the first approach EQRPR can be used in vitro without 
any modification and expect to get similar results obtained in vivo. A 
webserver “SuperCYPsPred” predicts that the modifications of the pep-
tide by cytochrome P450 enzymes are unlikely [66]. 

3.7. Back to COVID-19 and cancer 

Possible biomedical application of the peptide EQRPR without any 
modification makes it more valuable for COVID-19 treatment. Evidence- 
based data suggest neuronal dissemination of SARS-CoV-2 invasion into 
the central nervous system (CNS) [67]. SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected 
in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the patient diagnosed with viral 
meningitis [68]. It was suggested that COVID-19 may enter the CNS via 
retrograde neuronal diffusion and then, infection swiftly spread to other 
brain regions by trans-neuronal path [69]. Consistent with that 
SARS-CoV particles were observed in CNS neurons and brain samples 
from patients diagnosed with SARS [70]. ACE2 was identified in both 
neurons and glial cells [71]. As in the lung, ACE2 in the brain also 
provides viral entry for SARS-CoV-2. ADMET profile predicts that the 
peptide EQRPR having a molecular weight less than 1000 Da is 
permeable to the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Data imply that the peptide 
EQRPR may also effectively work in the brain against the viral infection. 

Integrins play a significant role in tumor invasion and progression in 
glioblastomas [72]. Therefore bioavailability of the peptide EQRPR in 

the brain environment could be beneficial for brain cancer treatment. 
Despite the significant success in chemo- and radio-therapy, rare 

subpopulations of cancer cells that show chemo-, radio- and immuno- 
resistance capacity are major obstacles to effectively treat cancer pa-
tients. This population of cancer cells identified as cancer stem cells is 
believed to be the source of relapses after intensive therapies [73,74]. 
Varies approaches have been developed to increase the susceptibility of 
cancer stem cells to various therapies. Interferons with strong antiviral 
properties have also been effectively used in cancer treatment. One of 
the many effects of interferon actions is to force cancer stem cells to 
differentiate. Loss of stem cell like properties upon differentiation in-
creases the effectiveness of radio- and chemotherapy. The peptide 
EQRPR has immense potential to be effective with combinatorial use 
with interferon. As indicated above interferon also stimulate the pro-
duction of dACE2 receptors on epithelial cells including cancer cells. 
Increased expression of dACE2 was identified in squamous tumors of the 
respiratory, gastrointestinal and urogenital tracts [63]. Effective inter-
action of the peptide EQRPR with dACE2 could be very beneficial to use 
it in combination with interferon in cancer treatments. 

Altogether, comprehensive in silico analysis reveals that the peptide 
has the potential to be the leading molecule in the drug discovery pro-
cess for multiple therapeutic applications involving multiple organs. 

3.8. Drug-likeness prediction studies of EQRPR pentapeptide 

Considering the potential use of the studied pentapeptide as a drug, it 
is important to estimate the Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, 
Excretion and Toxicity (ADMET) properties of EQRPR in humans. The 
drug-likeness properties of EQRPR pentapeptide were calculated using 

Fig. 9. The 3D docked view of the most stable conformer of EQRPR in albumin. The ligand interaction diagrams of receptor ligand complex are show.  
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OSIRIS [55] and the results were summarized in Table 6S. The toxicity 
risk predictor shows that the compound does not present risks of 
mutagenicity, tumorigenicity, irritant or reproductive effects. A signif-
icant determinant of the pharmacokinetic behavior of a drug is lip-
ophilicity. LogP {logP value = log (Coctanol/Cwater)}) is a measure of the 
lipophilicity of a compound [75]. The EQRPR pentapeptide shows low 
lipophilicity, which reflects a good aqueous solubility. 

The silico module admetSAR [56] has been used to characterize the 
various ADMET parameters for EQRPR pentapeptide and the results are 
given in Table 7S. The expected probabilities are given between 0 and 1 
as a numerical value. 

The blood brain barrier (BBB) is the brain’s microvascular endo-
thelial cell layer which plays a very significant role in the separation of 
blood from the brain [75]. While most central nervous system (CNS) 
targeting drugs require high penetration, BBB penetration should be 
reduced for non-CNS drugs to prevent unintended effects. The BBB 
permeability of EQRPR pentapeptide is found to be positive with 0.9448 
probability value, which has importance for acting as an antiCOVID-19 
agent. 

The cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzyme is the most effective enzyme in 
drug metabolism. The probability value of the CYP3A4 substrate for 
EQRPR is estimated as 0.6724, which means that it can be metabolized 
in the liver, as Cytochrome P450s is an essential enzyme system for liver 
drug metabolism. In addition, when we look at the estimation of outflow 
by P-glycoprotein (P-gp), EQRPR is a P -glycoprotein’s substrate with a 
probability of 0.7122 and its inhibitor with a probability of 0.6470. 

Thyroid hormone receptors regulate gene expression by binding to 
DNA through (HREs) [76]. When activated by estrogen, the Estrogen 
Receptor (ER) can settle in the nucleus and bind to DNA (i.e., it is a DNA 
binding transcription factor) to regulate the activity of different genes 
[77]. The primary function of the androgen receptor is to control gene 
expression and activate the DNA-binding transcription factor by binding 
to some of the androgenic hormones in the cytoplasm, including 
testosterone and dihydrotestosterone [78]. The probability values of 
Estrogen receptor binding, Androgen receptor binding and Thyroid 
hormone receptor for EQRPR were found to be 0.6846, 0.6182 and 
0.5400 respectively. 

4. Conclusions 

The FTIR and CD experimental results and theoretical conforma-
tional analysis presented here establish that the cationic pentapeptide 
EQRPR derived from rice bran and its D-isomer analogs mostly adopt 
beta-sheet conformations. Molecular docking studies provided the 
multiple ways by which the peptide may act as anti-cancer as well as an 
anti-viral agent. The results reveal strong interaction between the pen-
tapeptides and integrins (α5β1 and αIIbβ3) important for anti-cancer 
activity. 

The present study demonstrates the mechanism of binding of the 
pentapeptides to apo- and holo-forms of Mpro, spike glycoprotein, ACE2 
and dACE2. Data indicate that the peptide can use multiple ways to 
prevent SARSCoV-2 (COVID-19) infection. The docking studies show the 
effectiveness of the use of the pentapeptides in combination with in-
terferons. Furthermore, the present study highlights the importance of D- 
isomer substitutions in the peptides to control selected functions. 

The important conclusion from this study is that the examined 
pentapeptide is not predicted. Our recent experimental data support 
some of our findings. The peptides have been found incorporated into 
the phospholipid monolayer (DPPC) and the membranes of human lung 
cancer cells. The results of the studies will be published elsewhere. 
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